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Conference Paper Guidelines

PLAGIARISM
Authors are required to submit material that is original and that has not been published, or submitted for consideration, elsewhere. Author misconduct, including fabrication of results and plagiarism of the work of others, shall be subject to sanctions by IEEE under the rules of Member Conduct.

NO SHOW
The IEEE Signal Processing Society enforces a "no-show" policy. Any accepted paper included in the final program is expected to have at least one author or qualified proxy attend and present the paper at the conference. Authors of the accepted papers included in the final program who do not attend and present at the conference will be added to a "No-Show List", compiled by the Society. The "no-show" papers will not be published by IEEE on IEEE Xplore® or other public access forums, but these papers will be distributed as part of the on-site electronic proceedings and the copyright of these papers will belong to the IEEE.

Note: For poster sessions, if the speaker is not present in front of the poster for most of the time during the poster session, this implies "no show".

5th PAGE FOR CONFERENCE PAPERS
All solely owned IEEE Signal Processing Society conferences and workshops should be arranged to allow authors to include a 5th page for references. This applies to all conference and workshops that use the 4-page submission rule.

SP-L PAPERS
If your conference will allow authors of a paper published in IEEE Signal Processing Letters to present their papers at your conference within the upcoming year, please make the following information clear to authors and attendees:
- A copy of the original SP-L paper will be included in the digital proceedings provided to conference participants
- Digital proceedings need to include a disclaimer that this paper "has been published previously in IEEE SPL, ..." AND that the copy for Xplore MUST NOT include these papers.